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Sector Of The Month: Sector Nine
SECTOR NINE. BARNET, BRENT AND HARROW
have different problems in all 3 boroughs, let's
start with Barnet an enormous borough stretching
from Falloden Way to Southgate on one side and
from Cricklewood Broadway to the Elstree hill
roundabout on the A41 on the other. In this sector
are 200 badges with just 5 ranks across the
borough and no extensions granted.
Brent contains Wembley stadium in the sector and
on big events the big problem is the lockdown of
our "escape" roads before the main burst which
means the public are not getting a good service,
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By Malcolm
because we are being prevented along with
everyone else the opportunity to get out the area
quickly and return for the next riders. Its health
and safety according to Brent's traffic planners,
they don't have a clue believe me.
HARROW council are making big cuts on Taxicard
that have affected suburban Comcab drivers in
the wallet for the last few years, HARROW also has
inadequate ranking facilities like all 3 of the
boroughs.
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EDITORS LETTER OCTOBER ISSUE
By Rob Cardwell Editor Sector Magazine

Hi And welcome to Octobers issue of 'Sector
Magazine' the first issue of Sector to be only
available to those who have subscribed.
First, let me address why the change in direction
for Sector, the fact that Octobers issue is only
available to subscribers does not mean it is the end
for Sector as a paper copy, but the way it will be
distributed is, when the paper copy returns (we
will update you when that is) it will only be
available in the waiting rooms of garages
accountants and any other business associated
with the Taxi Trade.
The reason we have done this is due to the
massive success of Sector Magazine and being
unable to meet demand and email is really the
only way we can achieve this goal!
Also to anybody wanting to advertise with us we
have nearly a 1000 drivers subscribed already and
it's increasing on a daily basis every cab driver
subscribing will be getting Sector sent directly to
there inbox and the brand new interactive nature
of our online product means the readership will be
able to link directly to your website etc from there
copy of Sector that coupled with the back up of
nearly 3000 twitter followers to generate further
interest in your product plus lowering our print run
means we've now been able to massively reduce
our advertising rates so basically with Sector
you’re not just placing an advert with us and
hoping for the best we want to work with you to
achieve the best results in marketing your product
do not miss this amazing opportunity email
micheal@sectormagazine.co.uk today for details.

In Octobers issue of Sector Magazine, we have
'THE BIG INTERVIEW' with the GMB Steve Garelick
I'd like to personally thank Steve for taking the
time to talk to Sector I know how valuable your
time is. Also, we have Sector of the Month this
month we look at Sector 9 and I'd like to say thank
you to Malcolm for taking the time to write this,
(would love to keep this feature going so if you'd
like to write 200 words on your Sector please do
and email it to me rob@sectormagazine.co.uk)
plus lee grills me with some driver’s questions let
us know what you think send us an email
yoursay@sectormagazine.co.uk
Once again thank you for taking the time to read
Sector.
Until next month be lucky.

Rob Cardwell
Editor Sector Magazine

HAVE YOUR SAY AND GET INTOUCH
Twitter @sectortaxinews
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TAXI PARTS TRADE COUNTER OFFER DRIVERS 15% DISCOUNT
Evolution Taxi Parts are a company based in
Woolwich who supply LTI TX2, TX4 and Vito taxi
parts direct to drivers at trade prices. Evolution
was formed in 2011 by well-known London taxi
driver Sab Topcu. Sab has a long history in the taxi
trade he gained his all London Taxi license in 2004
he also run a large fleet for almost 10 years.
Sab Said “I have had various roles within the taxi
trade, from driver to fleet owner. I think this has
gave me a great understanding of the taxi trade
and the needs of drivers and garages. I have
always prided myself on trust and loyalty, I feel
drivers appreciate this. Since I started in the trade
I always felt there was a need for a trade counter
supplying taxi parts at low trade costs.
Over the last few years the trade has changed
more drivers are sourcing their own parts. In 2011
I opened EVOLUTION, we offer parts for LTI TX2,
TX4 and Mercedes Vitos. I am a taxi driver first
and last so will always look after the needs for the
trade. My main aim was to open a well stock parts
counter where drivers can call in for both parts
and advice. dealing with me the driver can always
be guaranteed the highest quality parts at the best
possible prices. “

Sabs approach to running Evolution parts
Business has made his trade counter in Woolwich
very popular with drivers and taxi garages alike.
Offering all major and minor parts including brake
disks & pads, starter motors, bearings, belts &
hoses. As well has bulbs, wiper blades and all oils
and lubricants. They also stock hubcaps and
chrome addons.
Sab would also like to add “I would like to offer
the taxi trade 15% off when popping into our
store or ordering over the phone and quoting
Sector Magazine.”
The Trade counter is based at Unit 3 Submarine
Cable Depot, Warspite Road, London, SE18 5NX.
Alternatively, if that's a bit far to come Evolution
also offer a mail order service call on 0208 854
4254 one of their expert advisors will be happy to
help.
most parts are in stock, all other parts can ne
ordered in on a very fast turnaround.
Sab and the Team at Evolution look forward to
hearing from you. All enquires please telephone
0208 854 4254.
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The Taxi Charity for Military Veterans
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By Frances Luczyc Wyhowska

By Neil Harvey S3 Driver
I am very grateful to Rob for giving me the
opportunity to write a short article about the Taxi
Charity for Military Veterans, of which I am proud
to be a Vice-President.
Founded in 1948 by a London black cab driver, we
provide entertainment and outings for military
veterans. In the past the focus naturally fell on
survivors of WW2, but now, as we approach our
70th anniversary next year, and given the
enormous age of the dwindling number of these
veterans, our horizons are broadening to
encompass those affected by more recent
conflicts.
Our work covers a range of activities: some are
quite mundane, but nevertheless invaluable. For
example we might need drivers to pick up blind or
disabled veterans arriving at a London station to
attend a regimental reunion. As you can imagine it
is comforting for them to know that they will be in
the safe hands of a highly qualified London taxi
driver.
Then there are more ambitious projects. This
year we took over 100 WW2 veterans with carers
back to Normandy for D-Day. Around 90 black
cabs with motorbike outriders made an impressive
convoy in Northern France, and we were cheered
by the locals wherever we went. This trip took 5
days and it is a testament to the tireless generosity
of the cab trade that we had plenty of volunteer
drivers, who only receive diesel and basic board
and lodging.
This September the Charity arranged a flying day
at Damyns Hall Aerodrome for veterans from
Blesma (the Limbless Veterans) and Headley
Court. This was a rip-roaring success and we are
already hoping to do another one next year.

We are heavily dependent on donations as you
can imagine. Our committee members are all
working cab drivers, so we are constantly looking
at inventive ways of raising money. Much of our
income derives from veterans collecting for us at
stations and football clubs (some of them are in
their 90s which is awe-inspiring in itself). Next
year I have persuaded 4 drivers to join me in doing
a sponsored tandem skydive with the Red Devils.
We know that we are all mad!!
Do have a look at our website www.taxicharity.org
It is full of wonderful photographs and I feel sure
that you will find it interesting.

Frances Luczyc Wyhowska
Vice President
Taxi Charity for Military Veterans
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Are we there yet?
THE TFL CARD PAYMENT MANDATE: ONE YEAR ON

By Neil Harvey S3 Driver
In February 2016 the TfL Board announced that
by October 2016 all licensed taxi drivers had to
accept credit and debit card payments. That was
12 months ago, and what a year it’s been.
That ruling left the trade - drivers, orgs, operators,
service providers, hardware suppliers and
software developers - just seven months to
transform the cultural heritage and operational
practices of an entire industry. Payment
processing surcharges could no longer be passed
on to passengers, taxis had to be fitted with an
approved device fixed in the back and able to
accept contactless, Chip & PIN and mag swipe
payments and new TfL signage was to be provided
for the taxis.
It subsequently came as no surprise to anyone
when TfL got into an almighty scrap about some
of the details. Fixed or handheld, processing rates,
signage, receipts, enforcement. Compromise after
compromise followed and TfL eventually buckled
to pressure and extended the deadline. Even when
viewed through the strongest rose-tinted glasses
this mandate was not one of TfL’s finest moments.
Let’s remind ourselves of some of the lowlights of
the last 12 months…
‘Market Forces’
TfL left it to the operators to set the processing
charges. They decided that ‘market forces’ would
give drivers the best choice. Some operators
devised mind-bogglingly complicated tariffs, with
rental charges, cost-per-trip charges and headlinegrabbing (but wildly misleading) transaction
processing rates. Verifone took the lead and
published their simple, uncomplicated ‘all-in’ rate
of 3.95% per transaction. Even with the benefit of
hindsight, this has proved to be a very competitive
and fair rate over the past year.

Fit & Proper
Bemused by the jostling for position amongst the
providers, most drivers decided to wait to see who
offered the best deal nearer to deadline time. This
meant
that
the
steady,
industry-wide
implementation programme that was meant to be
shoe-horned into seven months, had to be
concentrated into an even more frantic dash for
the line in September. Verifone expanded their
technical and engineering teams to increase
installation capacity, and introduced a doubleshift and weekend working roster to work through
the backlog. Even then, it proved too big a
challenge, despite pulling out all the operational
stops. Verifone and the other leading service
providers collectively lobbied TfL to extend the
deadline as around 35% of cabs were still noncompliant with just two months to go. TfL had no
choice but to comply, as the London fleet was by
now in a state of mandate madness!

Article continues next page………………………
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Continue……………………….
By Neil Harvey S3 Driver
Technical Upgrades
In an ironic twist of fate, the mandate was
announced just as Verifone were getting excited
about their new Taxi-360 card payment system.
Taxi-360 was being developed to succeed the
legacy VTS system that had served London so well
for many years. However, much to the annoyance
of the drivers, the black box that housed the VTS
CPU took up space in the front luggage
compartment, and the old driver PIN-pad looked
dated against the new devices that had become so
popular with the public – namely bigger
smartphone screens, iPads and tablets. Taxi-360
featured, amongst other things, a smart touchscreen tablet mounted on the front dashboard to
give drivers full control from the driving seat. VTS
needed to be replaced, and Taxi-360 was now just
a few months away from launch.
It made no operational or commercial sense to
install the VTS system across London, only to rip it
out and upgrade to Taxi-360 just a few months
later. Instead, Verifone pulled out all the stops to
accelerate Taxi-360 development so it could be
rolled-out in time for the extended TfL deadline.
Many component suppliers rose to the challenge,
although some were unable to fulfil their
commitments. Verifone had to source alternative
components at the eleventh hour, and were
forced to install them without full ‘pre-flight’
testing. Unfortunately, some of these parts caused
technical or reliability issues which only came to
light once they were fitted in working cabs.
To everyone’s dismay this resulted in product
recalls, Call Centre overload and cancelled
installation appointments. Jon Wheeler of
Verifone wrote to all effected drivers to apologise
and explain. They were dark days.

The Road Ahead
They say time is a great healer. A year down the
line and drivers have adapted and embraced card
payments. Passengers, especially business
travellers, are using more taxis as a result –
especially as one of the lesser alternatives is no
longer available (for now). The new Verifone Taxi360 system has become the default solution for
London taxis. The system is driver-friendly, TfL
compliant, reliable and convenient. The driver
tablet, when paired with the passenger PIN-pad
featuring a fully integrated receipt printer, is now
a proven winner.
More fares are now being paid by card. Verifone
estimates that card usage has increased by 50% in
the 12 months since the mandate kicked in, and
drivers are taking more in tips as this is
encouraged onscreen by the Verifone systems.
And fewer PCNs are being issued when passengers
must be taken to an ATM to get cash out.
Once again, the cab trade has beaten all the odds
and risen to the challenge. The journey so far has
not been a comfortable one for any of us. Are we
there yet? No. But the road ahead is now a little
clearer (and a little fairer). Long may that
continue.
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This Month Lee Connelly Interviews Sector Editor Rob Cardwell
Lee: Thanks for taking the time to speak to me
Robert you're always busy I know and we're
doing this at 10.45 pm the questions I'm going to
ask are based on some I've been asked from
drivers who have read the magazine, so let's get
the question that concerns most of them out of
the way first.

and make other trade orgs take notice and that's
happened and I just wouldn't just walk away
because it’s just not me whether I'm a green badge
or what. What's right is right and what’s wrong is
wrong and it would be wrong for me to walk away
if there wasn't someone with the passion to take
over saying that if I do ever get my green badge.

Lee: Is Sector magazine affiliated to any trade
organisation especially the LCDC as some readers
suspect given that you're their suburban rep?

Lee: As a man who seems to wear a lot of
different hats, i.e. LCDC rep, magazine editor,
radio presenter, cab driver, knowledge boy and
proposed com cab rep, can the readers expect
your full attention to the magazine ensuring that
the issues don't get blurred by so many interests?

Rob: No not at all we're are a totally independent
magazine and in the last issue we interviewed
Charlie of the LSTC, there is no way that the LCDC
would spend money basically advertising another
trade organisation.
Lee: What assurances can you give to readers
who belong to the different organisations that
each will get equal coverage?
Rob: That's entirety up to the different
organisations, we've interviewed Charlie and
Grant Davis so far and would be more than happy
to speak to any of them to see what, if any interest
they have in the suburbs and suburban drivers. I'm
waiting to hear from Steve McNamara, who I've
emailed asking for an interview.
Lee: Are you still studying the all London
knowledge, and will yellow badge concerns still
be a priority to you when you pass out as a green
badge?
Rob: Not at the moment no, But I will say if there's
someone out there that has the passion that I have
for the suburbs and was willing to put in the time I
do then I would give it up, but I honestly don't
think there is, that's not complacency it's just that
there's a lot with personal agendas, for me it's
about trying to help, we were cut off from the
bigger picture amongst the trade organisations
who are mostly for green badges, I knew taking the
LCDC rep role would be controversial because of
the history they have with yellow badges, but I
knew it would put the cat amongst the pigeons

Rob: All I can say is read the last two issues, if they
dip below that standard then that'll answer your
question, but they won't dip below that standard I
can promise you that.
Lee: Where do you think or hope the suburban
taxi trade and sector magazine will be in 5 years?
Rob: In a lot better position hopefully and with a
lot more work. When I was handing out the badge
a lot of suburban drivers said to me we need our
own voice our own magazine. I thought it good
idea but where do you start, and then Michael
Eades came to me and he suggested the same
thing, we sat and brainstormed how to go about it
and we just went from there. It's a platform for
suburban drivers to get their problems out there
and they've never could do that before, none of
the trade magazines do that, it's our magazine, it's
our voice to get our problems out into the big wide
world.
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By Rob Cardwell

This month we talk to Steve Garelick from the GMB
Sector: Steve Garelick thank you for talking to Sector Magazine.
Steve: Thank you.
Sector: First, can you give us a bit of information about the GMB what areas you cover and your
membership?
Steve: So, the GMB is one of the oldest trade union's in the world, it goes back to the gas workers in East
London, even the song of the red flag came from the GMB.
Will Thorne was our founder who was taught to read and write by Eleanor Marx we've got about 620,000
plus workers so it's quite a large organisation with everyone from gas workers to school carers, assistant's,
people working in Power stations also people in the aviation industry from baggage handlers to people who
make the food for the passengers so it's a real mix of work type employment.
Sector: Some say in the London Taxi trade that it's pointless joining the GMB as you are primarily private
hire, what would be your response to those people?
Steve: That's inaccurate our mix not just in London but through the whole Country is probably a higher
percentage of Taxi! Over all my branch that I represent as a lay member so I'm not a paid member goes from
Norwich all the way to Milton Keynes all the way down to Windsor all the way across to Southend then into
London primarily I'm working on behalf of Hackney Carriage drivers on issues like, fee's, licensing issues with
local authorities in areas such as Milton Keynes Dacorum which is in Hemel, Luton, Southend and a like So
it's a real mix of people delivery drivers to ambulance drivers, parts delivery, School runs and all sorts, so we
are here to represent and that's the point.
Sector: You recently represented some Uber drivers in an employment tribunal how is that going?
Steve: So the two drivers have gone to another organisation that's their choice I won't get into the nuts and
bolts of that but the end result was, we brought the case to primarily deal with workers’ rights so it was not
just about Uber it was about the General gig economy, and what that meant to people in multiple situations
from drivers down to carers, there's an appeal in at the moment and while we are not running the particular
appeal we have had success with Addison Lee which in fairness is probably the stronger case in fairness, and
it's gone out and proved where we stand, the interesting thing with the Addison Lee case is the judge has
said we've got to sit around the table and set some terms! So, we are quite hopeful they won't appeal so
we'll be able to move on this will also set the tone for a lot of different work situations in the UK, but our
goal is to take Uber to task to make sure they play by the rules keep costs at a level where other people can
earn a living and basically act in the way they should be acting which is ethical.
Sector: Uber were recently unsuccessful in getting their licence renewed by TFL and they have now lodged
an appeal, do you think they will win that appeal?
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Continue………………
Steve: Well if they do win the appeal we will stand
by what we said and ask for a JR about any
decision that's been made, we put that in the
papers we are not going to shirk away from that,
they either have to play by the rules or not at all,
and that includes workers’ rights, fare money no
cross border hiring where there interfering with
people's incomes all over the country and they've
also got to cut their drivers numbers down! So, if
that's from natural wastage and they don't take
any more on that's fine, but the bottom line is
they are flooding the market that is generally
fragile anyway they've already caused untold
damage to many families and people and that's of
big concern to me.
Sector: So finally, if Uber win their appeal do you
see a future for the taxi and ph trade?
Steve: I do but we have to box clever, one of the
things that I'm really disappointed about is that
the private hire industry hasn't stepped up and
spoken about issues the fact that they can absorb
whatever amount of drivers are out there the
amount of drivers that are part time not full time
as they have other work which means
theoretically they could be taking from the full
time workers that need to earn that income so I
feel they have really missed a trick there over
them issues and I'd like to add one other thing
which relates to suburban issues I am very
concerned that the new electric taxi is extremely
expensive piece of equipment to have to bring on
stream, and at 70k which theoretically means
suburban drivers having to find 12 to 13 k a year
even before insurance tax and fuel etc is a bit
much plus there's hardly any charging points in
the suburbs as well for me the suburbs have been
left as waste land for too long now and I think it's
incumbent on the London taxi trade as a whole to
remember that yellow badges are an important
part of the trade as well
Sector: Steve thanks for your time
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